We've got lake-friendly holiday gifts!
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Looking for a holiday gift that keeps on giving? Our fundraising eﬀorts include product sales!
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New for 2016 is an exclusive line of ornaments, art pieces and tote bags featuring local artist Kal Barteski’s signature brush script! Perfect for hanging on
the tree, displaying on the mantle – or taking to the beach next summer!
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For nature-lovers, gardeners or local art history buﬀs, we’ve got vintage limited-edition wood engraving prints, created by Henry Eric Bergman
(1893-1958) and generously donated to us by this accomplished artist’s descendants. Each print features a plant found within Lake Winnipeg’s watershed
and comes mounted on an 8 x 10, acid-free, archival mat – all that’s missing is the frame!
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For the fashionistas, how about a handcrafted sterling silver necklace? Local jeweller Hilary Druxman has designed two special pieces for LWF as part of
her popular philanthropic collection. They look great on their own or as companion pieces.
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Have a music fan on your list? Merchandise from our recent musical collaboration, Love, Lake Winnipeg: A tribute to the songs of Sol Sigurdson, includes
the four-song Love, Lake Winnipeg EP and whimsical art posters!
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Need a stocking stuﬀer? Tiber River’s H2Whoa foaming hand soap ﬁts the bill – and, because it’s phosphate-free, it won’t add any algae-causing nutrients
to our waterways. (It also smells amazing!) One dollar from the sale of every bottle is donated to LWF.
Looking for a gift that doesn’t need wrapping? Consider making a donation of any amount to LWF in honour of someone special, or purchase them a oneyear LWF membership with a donation of $50.
We have small quantities of all of our fundraising products at our Winnipeg oﬃce, ready for purchase and pick up. Give us a call or drop in!
This holiday season, choose to make a diﬀerence for Lake Winnipeg.
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